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VEHICLE IN THE RIVER – APRIL 8-9, 2006
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
The pagers went off late Saturday afternoon, asking us to meet at the Compound at 5 p.m. A
young couple were on a camping trip, driving along the road beside the Middle Fork of the
Boise River, 20-some miles above Arrowrock Reservoir, when the vehicle swerved off the
road and rolled into the river. The young woman escaped with minor injuries. She reported
that the man had
been yelling at her
to “Swim to shore”
after the vehicle
came to rest in the
water. She exited
through the broken-out window
and made it to
shore despite the
heavy water resulting from weeks of
rain and melting
snow. The force of
the water moved
the car downstream
almost half a mile
from its entry point
Waiting for the tow truck….
-Photo by K. Walker
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(a point easily identified by the tire tracks going over the bank.) The driver was nowhere to be
seen by the time anyone could look for him.

Bill and Kris tossed flagged items into the river at the crash site to check stream flow down river.
Photo by K. Walker

Boise County’s Sgt. Day and Robie Creek Fire Department were on-scene before we completed
the long drive over one of our least-favorite roads, around Lucky Peak and Arrowrock Reservoirs and then on up past Twin Springs. They wanted to wait until a wrecker could arrive and
pull the vehicle out of the river, to see whether the driver was still inside, before initiating a
full-scale search. When the vehicle was extricated, it was heavily damaged on the driver’s side
(but impossible to know what damage was a result of the roll into the river and what was a result of the river pushing it downstream) and there was no sign of the missing man.
We sent foot teams and one search dog along the roadside bank near the accident scene, and
used spotlights to look at some parts of the river. The dog hit at one particular spot. By the
time our second dog arrived to confirm the hit, the wind had changed completely and there was
no reaction. It was also getting quite dark. The concensus opinion was to pull teams out of the
field until daylight. Nine of our thirteen searchers chose to return to Boise for what remained of
the remained of the night. Twin Springs Resort offered generous hospitality—supper for all
and a bunkhouse and hot pool for those staying.
Sunday morning, fourteen searchers drove up and we set up field teams to scan about four miles
of the river, starting from where the vehicle went in. Three teams had three people each plus a
search dog; the fourth team had four people; we also had a driver to ferry teams to starting
points and a rover on ATV to make quick contacts and deliveries as needed. The weather was
great but search conditions were otherwise challenging: The far side of the river is largely in-
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accessible (read “cliffs”) even if we were to drive all the way down to the bridge. There are
several islands and brushy areas that you can’t see into from the road side. The water was very
murky and too fast for searching by boat to be reasonable. Teams carried PFDs and throw bags
for whenever something needed to be checked right at the water’s edge; we did not allow the
dogs to go out into the water even when they wanted to, as the current was swift and egress to
the banks often difficult or impossible. We scanned with binoculars, picked up several pieces
of fresh debris that could have been from the vehicle in question, and of course watched the water. There was one point at an eddy where the dogs all wanted to go to the water, and where
debris had washed up, but there is no safe way to check that area until the water level goes
down.

Base setup at Twin Springs Resort.
Photo by K. Walker

IMSARU members participating both days included David Gomez, Charlotte Gunn with Xena,
George Gunn (O.L. on Sunday), Chris Harry, Linda Kearney with Smokey, Tom Kearney, Carl
Kidwell, Kris Walker. Those who participated one day were Casey Calico, Ann Finley, Leni
Sue Halle, Tim Henning, Karen Limani, Bill Lindenau with ATV, Bob Meredith, Jerry
Newland (O.L. on Saturday), Jeff Pile, Dave Ritzenthaler, Phil Sander, Dan Scovel, Kris
Scovel, Martha Vandivort with Angie, Eric Zuber.
Thoughts on this mission:
• When you look at the river where the vehicle went in and where it came to rest, it seems
a miracle that anyone escaped alive, especially when she thinks it rolled twice before
hitting the water and says that her seatbelt was unbuckled because she was trying to retrieve something from the back seat. She was reportedly treated and released at a valley
hospital.
• We were sad but unsurprised to be unsuccessful at locating the missing man. The survivor and their families and friends may have a long wait to know the end of the story.
Again, many thanks to the owners of Twin Springs Resort for giving us the space for base
camp, as well as the facilities for overnight and refreshment. We don’t enjoy the drive up, and
our calls in the area have all been for fatalities, but we very much do appreciate their contributions to the cause of SAR.
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TRAINING – MOCK MISSION – APRIL 22, 2006
--RICK AND LORI THOMPSON
April 22 dawned slightly overcast with the hint of rain showers. The potential for bad
weather did not deter six intrepid search and rescue rookies and their three patient and experienced instructors from participating in a mock mission. The group met at the Compound
at 9:00 a.m. to begin the “mission.” As is usually the case, the coffee was ready when we
arrived at the Compound.
George began with a review of the Incident Command System and how it fits into IMSARU
operations. He then gave us the following scenario: A call had come in that a white adult
female was presumed missing. Her last known location was at the former Overland Trail
interpretive site on Highway 21, just above the Boise River, and there was a suspicion of
drug and/or alcohol use. Our search team consisted of the six rookies. The group spent the
next few minutes with George leading a discussion about the ICS framework and applying it
to the current situation. We received two topo maps of varying resolution to familiarize ourselves with the area. (As usual, the topo maps were outdated, not even showing Highway
21.) Then George gave each of our two groups a stack of satellite photographs of the intended search area. Our objective was to assemble the pieces into a complete picture. It was
like putting together a jigsaw puzzle, but when we completed the maps, it was amazing how
the search area began to come into focus.
Before we departed for the
field, we inventoried the SAR
truck and each
search participant
was issued a radio
and a GPS. The
search
party
reached
the
search site and
installed George
as Incident Commander. George
divided the six
searchers into two
teams of three,
assigning team
leaders
and
search areas. The
teams immediately departed the
base camp and

Even with a wheel, the litter needs people power.

-Photo by G. Gunn
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headed to the search area. In our eagerness to “get down to business,” we committed our
first error—we walked right by the missing person’s car and did not check it out. After
correcting this oversight, we entered our search areas, formed the search line and began
our search. Fortunately, Chris was with us to help us figure out how a line search really
works. After a relatively short period, we found our subject (somehow Charlotte had left
the Compound and gotten herself lost in the desert) in a somewhat incoherent state, stuck
under some sagebrush with an ankle injury.
The team extracted the subject and then proceeded to transport her to base camp via litter.
After a short ride in the litter, Charlotte experienced a miraculous recovery and was able
to walk the rest of the way to camp. After her recovery, each of the “rescuers” took a
turn riding in the litter (with attached litter wheel) so we could get a feel for what it is
like. Most of us felt quite helpless because of being strapped in, immobile and unable to
help when the litter tipped back and forth. However, we all survived the litter ride and
made it back to base camp for a debriefing.
Our instructors provided an excellent session and we rookies all came away better prepared to go into the field. The highlight of the session was soon to come—Charlotte provided chocolate cookies to all participants. The rookies included Collin Garner, Brian
Mayer, Vern Rae, Shelley Staniac, Lori Thompson and Rick Thompson. Our able instructors were George Gunn, Charlotte Gunn and Chris Harry.

“WALKED AWAY FROM A CAMPFIRE” – MAY 6, 2006
--CARL KIDWELL
The pagers went off at 4:30 on Saturday morning, with a request to meet at the Compound at 6:00 a.m. for a mission. An 18-year-old male had placed a cell phone call to
911 from just below Shafer Butte, saying he was lost. The subject was at a bonfire with
friends the previous night; he reportedly was upset when the friends decided to stay all
night, and announced he would walk home. (No information on why he headed down a
steep brushy gully instead of walking along the road.) Ada County Sheriff’s officers had
already conducted a preliminary search from Bogus Basin Road before calling us. They
gave us GPS locations for the two cell phone calls placed by the subject.
The weather was sunny and nice, a perfect day for a search. Two teams left the Compound, Chris and Carl in 901, and Tom and David in 902. Kris, Marc, Everett and Dan
(O.L.) each went in their own vehicles directly from their homes to meet at the rendezvous site, milepost 12 on Bogus Basin Road. Everett stationed himself at the intersection
of Bogus Basin Road and Dry Creek, as this is where the subject would likely come out
of the basin if he headed downhill on foot.
The two teams from the Compound arrived at milepost 12 a little before 7:00 a.m. and
were met shortly afterward by the subject’s mother and father. (The sheriff’s office had
notified the parents of their missing son’s calls.) After a quick interview with the parents,
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901 went to try to find the bonfire location, searching a side road located just past milepost
12. Within 10 minutes of leaving the mile marker, we located the subject on the side road,
wearing camo shorts, wet tennis shoes, and with his tee-shirt wrapped around his head.
He seemed to be in good condition, despite the cool overnight temperature. We notified
the other teams and Dispatch via radio that the subject was found; 902 informed the mom
and dad. Response from the parents was “…, you guys are fast!” The subject stated he
had actually walked several miles downhill , then walked back up to where we found him.
Responding to the mission were Marc Buursink, David Gomez, Chris Harry, Tom Kearney, Carl Kidwell, Dan Scovel, Kris Walker and Everett Wood. In-town coordinator was
Rod Knopp.

CORN BOOTH IS COMING SOON
OK, August may sound a long time away…but it’s not that far in terms of preparations for
our major project. This is very labor-intensive. It’s also almost half our budget for the
year. So if you haven’t already blocked most of the month of August on your calendar,
it’s time to do so.
Some members are currently at work on modifications to equipment, ordering supplies,
filling out the paperwork, etc., but in August we need every member, friends, neighbors,
teenage children, and community members who want to help. Official work starts on August 8, when we clean and load everything we’re going to need at the Fairgrounds. On
August 12-13, we put the booth together and get everything organized; this is a major project that needs at least 15-20 hard-working people. (If only half a dozen show up, it’s an
impossible task.) That still leaves us a couple of days to take care of last-minute details
and be ready for inspection at 9 a.m. on August 17.
The Fair opens on August 18, and our contract obligates us to sell from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
every day through August 27. Add an hour before to set up and get the water boiling and
an hour after to clean up, and that’s a lot of long days. Then we need you to drag your
tired bodies back on August 29 to take down the booth. It’s another occasion where 15-20
people can do it fairly quickly but it can’t be done at all by only a few.
Note that you do not have to have any experience—neither in search and rescue nor in
running a corn booth—to be helpful. The learning curve is short and there will be people
to help you figure it out. The fringe benefit is that you get to eat free corn-on-the-cob
while you’re working in the booth. Right now we need a volunteer to handle the scheduling of workers so we can tell everyone who to call in order to offer their services. If you
are willing to be this very important scheduling person, call Charlotte at 378-7787 and
make her day!
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“IT SMELLS YOUR FEAR”
THE RACE TO ROBIE CREEK - APRIL 15, 2006
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
It’s a fearsome-looking dog on the back of the T-shirt, but the paw prints, dog-tags and dogbone-shaped cookies were cute. And it was fearsome-looking weather, after weeks of rain that
sent Robie Creek out of its banks and over one of the footbridges into the park, intermittent rain
through the night of the 14th, and yet more drizzle on the morning of race day. At least one local forecast said possible thunderstorms with 30-40 mph winds. However, the weather held off
and the race itself went extremely well, with fast times and the fewest injuries we’ve seen in
many years. All the runners had mud splatters, but people were in incredibly good shape. Even
at the finish line, we passed out half a dozen band-aids, half a dozen ice packs and not much
else. We didn’t need the emesis bags and the paramedics didn’t need to start any IV’s. The
food was good, the massage tables were welcoming, and people partied before joining the bus
line for transportation out.
Did those intended runners/walkers who suspected they really weren’t in shape decide that it
wasn’t worth it in such weather? Were people just more careful on the muddy sections? Was it
simply luck? Was the moderate temperature and gray sky exactly right for running? Whatever
the explanation, this 29th Race to Robie Creek went very smoothly.
Obviously, much of the credit goes to the Sailtoads and their race committee, who worked for
months to organize this event. Ada County and Boise County worked on their respective sections of the weather-beaten road, and many volunteer teams served water and fruit along the
course as well as the more hearty fare at the end. Ada County Paramedics and Mores Creek
Ambulance crews were on scene for any medical problems that might occur; twenty-two of our
people joined them and the ham radio operators for communications, first aid and whatever else
might be needed. We did get to cheer some other members who ran the race, including Brad
Acker (over-and-back), Doug Knapp, Lori Thompson, Rick Thompson and Eric Zuber.
IMSARU volunteers on race duty were Zandra Baldwin, Tony Barrett, Marc Buursink, Casey
Calico, Collin Garner, Charlotte Gunn, Linda Kearney, Tom Kearney, Carl Kidwell, Rod
Knopp, Karen Limani, Bill Lindenau, Brian Mayer, Ron Moomey, Vicki Moss, Jerry Newland,
Phil O’Bryan, Jeff Pile, Dave Ritzenthaler, Dan Scovel, Kris Scovel, Martha Vandivort.
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THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
Thank you to the individuals and organizations that support our work and make it possible for
us to carry out our missions of search and rescue, and safety education, including the following:
Individuals who listed us as designated receiver of their United Way donations.
Individuals who donate to us through H-P’s Global Impact program and H-P for matching
their donations.
Fraternal Order of Eagles, Caldwell Auxiliary 3691, for a cash donation.

Molly Myers [above presenting a check to Charlotte and Xena] for her cash donation, earned
through a fudge sale, and for bringing friends to serve as subjects for our SAR K9 training.
(This was her sixth-grade service project at the Anser School.)
The Ada County Aerial Sheriffs for helping us with both classroom and field training in the
month of May.
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GREAT POTATO RACE – MAY 20, 2006
--COLLIN GARNER
The night before the race, looking at the storm battering the valley, I was concerned, or
maybe even excited, thinking: 1) they might have to cancel the race, or 2) if they continue
with the race, at least it won’t be 170 degrees. I left the house with the rain still trying to
decide what it was doing, and got to the Compound at about 7 am to find the gate locked
and only David waiting. We talked for a bit, waiting for others (we hoped) to show up.
Shortly thereafter Lori and Shelley arrived. After we all looked at each other and realized
that we were, for all intents and purposes, a pile of newbs, we quickly decided that we
needed to get the show on the road. Only one problem: the pesky gate was locked. After
fiddling with his phone and a few swing-and-miss attempts, Dave figured out a working
gate combination.
Then the next hurdle: getting equipment. Luckily, die-hard Tom Kearney (with his wife
out of town at the conference, who knows what he was doing awake that early on a Saturday) answered his phone and after several rustling paper-type sounds on the other end, was
able to come up with office and garage door codes. Just then, Eric and Phil arrived to help
with getting out of the Compound and setting up at the finish line. OK, now we’re in business. We had all of our equipment laid out in the meeting room with very detailed instructions to load up 902 and get to the finish line to set up. After double checking everything
that we would need for the day, we were off--myself and Dave in 902 then Lori, Shelley,
Eric, and Phil taking POVs. After another batch of swing-and miss-attempts at finding the
correct parking lot, on the correct road, in the correct section of tiny old Ann Morrison
Park, we arrived at the finish line and made contact with the YMCA coordinator.

Ready for anything but nothing is happening at the finish line.

Photo by c. Garner
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After unpacking 902 and setting up the finish line station, we sent Dave and Shelley off in
902 to patrol the course as best they could while the four of us that remained started thinking
tactics for the day: ice? nope, cooler? nope, hmmm…. Eric hopped onto his motorcycle,
complete with sidecar (which reminded me of something out of a WWII movie), to run
home and grab a cooler for the day while I put on the ol’ charm and talked the YMCA group
out of a couple bags of ice. After regrouping, we decided that we were ready to go.
The festivities started out with a severely dehydrated and lethargic man, about 6’5” and 200
lbs., who collapsed after finishing. After “helping” him over to our station, we helped with
active cooling and re-hydration. After that, we saw everything from blisters under calluses,
to another unresponsive man, to a recent C-section surgery where now the scar was “burning
from the inside out,” to dehydration due to vomiting for 90% of the race to, you guessed it, a
heart attack. While at the finish line, a YMCA volunteer came up to inform us that there
was a “guy that doesn’t look too good and is having trouble breathing behind a restaurant”.
Since our communication with 902 was a little “spotty”, Eric and I hopped into our QRU for
the day—yup, the Don Knotts motorcycle--and headed off. I’m pretty sure that we got some
awkward looks riding down River Street, considering that Eric looked like a pro, while I, on
the other hand, had my hat backwards, holding a radio, in the sidecar, holding on for dear
life. But, we made it there safe and sound to find a Boise PD motorcycle officer already on
scene. Our patient was a 36-year-old male with no prior cardiac problems. After a brief assessment, the officer requested EMS to the location. Luckily for us, there was a doctor participating in the race who had stopped to help. Unfortunately, this was the same doctor who
also found our second unconscious runner earlier. Units from Boise City Fire and Ada
County Paramedics arrived, and with all of our assistance, packaged the gentleman and left
for the hospital, hopefully to make a full recovery. After arriving back at the finish line, the
half-marathoners and full marathoners started to arrive. (Oh, didn’t I mention, this was all
before 11:00?) The rest of the day was fairly uneventful, except for a few blisters here and
there, and an unusual request by a female runner to Dave and Shelley. The last two runners
came through the finish line 7 hours and 30 minutes after the race started. After a long hot
day, we were glad to be done. We received many gracious thank you’s and overwhelming
appreciation from the YMCA for helping out.
IMSARU participants were Eric Zuber, Lori Thompson, Shelley Staniac, Phil Sander, David
Gomez and Collin Garner.
Thoughts:
• Always double or even triple-check your lists before leaving the Compound.
• If you aren’t in shape, don’t run in a marathon.
• If it is close to 95°, don’t wear your flannel long-sleeve IMSARU uniform shirt, stupid; buy a unit tee-shirt.
• Always have Vaseline and paper towels ready, maybe even a bio-hazard bag handy
too.
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AIR OPERATIONS TRAINING – MAY 13, 2006
--KAREN LIMANI
Saturday morning, we met at the compound at 8:00 am, loaded into vehicles and headed up to
Idaho City. George and Jerry met us at the Idaho City Airstrip around 9:00 am. There we were
introduced to our three pilots: Steve Swann and Wayne Thiel of the Ada County Aerial Sheriffs
and IMSARU member Danny Cone. Each gave us an overview of their fixed-wing planes, including how to get in and out of each plane, where to step up, what to grab onto, what not to
touch, and most important—where the “barf bags” were located.

Briefing by the pilots before going up to search for targets.

-Photo by G. Gunn

Jerry went over briefly with us the general area to be searched, and advised we were looking for
three targets. We were told that all the targets were the same color and surrounded with orange
flagging tape. That’s it--no description of what the actual targets were, just look for something
out of the ordinary. Seemed simple enough, until we got up in the air…..
Ron and I loaded up in Steve’s plane. We put on the earphones in order to communicate with
each other as the noise from the engine was really loud! We took off down the airstrip and yes,
I was a bit nervous at first, but to be honest, I couldn’t even tell when we left the ground. Once
up in the air, we started scanning the area; we could see rooftops, some vehicles, machinery,
sheds, and such all scattered throughout the area. At times it was hard to distinguish the main
highway from the other mountain roads, as the latter seemed to take off in every which direction. There were still some patches of snow throughout the mountainsides. Even trying to
compare the map with where we were took some guessing. It truly looked different from up
there!
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Needless to say, Ron and I had no luck finding our “targets”. We were, however, able to spot
some orange “trash bags” up on one of the ridges. Why I thought orange flagging tape would
even be seen from up there is beyond me….
After all of us had our turns, we got a second chance; this time we went up with one member
who had found the targets previously. My second turn, Chris and I flew with Danny. Chris actually had the targets programmed into his GPS and was able to call out directions to the targets…”Half mile at two o’clock”. Even when we were on top of the target, Chris helped by
pointing out to a white “T” along the mountain. Another target was now shaded by a pine tree,
and could have easily been mistaken for a patch of snow. By the time we reached the third target, it was easier to spot.

Linda “found” this target.

Photo by L. Kearney

Notes:
(1) It does make a difference knowing what you are actually looking for; however, these targets
were bigger than if we were actually looking for a lost person. (2) Last time I heard, our lost
subjects don’t usually call in with their GPS coordinates. (3) No one had to restock the “barf
bag” supply!!
Many thanks to the pilots for their time, and use of their planes! IMSARU members in attendance: Tony Barrett, Ann Finley, George Gunn, Chris Harry, Linda Kearney, Carl Kidwell,
Karen Limani, Ron Moomey, Jerry Newland, Jeff Pile.
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COMPOUND CLEAN-UP DAY – APRIL 29, 2006
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
It was a bad day for dirt and weeds, as twelve members showed up to improve the premises.
Ron and his son Mark made the interior shine (though we didn’t see the floor-polishing
dance this time); Tony attacked the outdoors with the super-duper rented weed-demolisher;
Chris revved up the chainsaw for overgrown branches; Collin hauled loads to the dump; and
the rest of us used rakes and clippers and gloved hands to trim back the juniper hedge around
the front building, clean out the flower bed and neaten our fenceline.
Linda cooked burgers and hot dogs for all, as well as arranging for chips, salad and dessert,
and we used our picnic table on our freshly-trimmed lawn beside our just-weeded flower
bed, under our just-pruned shade trees.
Thanks to the following members who worked: Tony Barrett, Mark Buursink, Ann Finley,
Collin Garner, Charlotte Gunn, Chris Harry, Linda Kearney, Tom Kearney, Carl Kidwell,
Karen Limani, Ron Moomey and son Mark, Vickie Moss.

WASHINGTON STATE SARCON – MAY 2006
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Host a search and rescue conference at the fairgrounds? It’s not the first place I would have
thought of, but King County used the Enumclaw Fairgrounds to good advantage. There
were permanent restrooms and showers on site. There were big open livestock barns for K9
demos and cadaver problems. There was a large building with kitchen facilities, and the catering company set up multiple long serving tables that served hundreds of people very
quickly. There was a big grassy area with plenty of room to set up the 15 or so wall tents
that served as classrooms. There were some fenced grassy areas where dogs could be let off
lead to chase a toy or just to run and stretch after hours of being confined to leash, vehicle
and/or kennel. King County had even marked the huge open camping field into individual
plots so that early arrivals like us couldn’t spread out and leave no space for those who came
only for the weekend. They also had mounted security patrols throughout the nights. [Since
we are considering offering to host the Mountain Rescue Association national conference
two years from now, I was looking closely at the logistics.]
The really impressive part, however, was the instruction. The schedule for the main conference (Friday afternoon to Sunday noon) listed 84 different classes, with a total of 156 sessions. Topics ranged from “Adapting to a Mountaineering Environment” to “Wilderness
Medecine – Concepts & Context.” All we attendees had to do was decide which to attend.
My personal favorites, from my obviously limited sampling, were “SAR Interviewing” by
Greg and Joanne Varney and “Basic K9 First Aid” by Jon Wieringa.
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Classes met in this row of tents.

-Photo by G. Gunn

Several pre-conference seminars were offered, beginning Wednesday morning. Linda, Carl and
George took Joel Hardin’s Mantracking class, including long hours in the field under hot sun,
while I stayed in the shade and took care of Xena and Darzan. Ann arrived with Tarek in time
for the main conference, and the five of us spread out across the fairgrounds to follow our individual interests in classes. By this time the weather had moderated to perfect for an outdoor
conference—clouds that accompanied cooler temperatures and only occasional drizzle to assure
us that we really were in western Washington.

Part of the vehicle camping lot. There were also tent camping areas, motels…. -Photo by G. Gunn

It’s impossible for an outsider to really understand how much time and energy and expertise
goes into putting on a major event like this, but we sincerely thank the King County Search and
Rescue Association and the King County Sheriff’s Office for doing it. It was a long drive from
Boise, but well worth going.

MANTRACKING CLASS
WITH

JOEL HARDIN
Mark your calendar now for September 29 – October 1, 2006.
The class starts at 9:00 a.m. on Friday and ends at about 2 p.m. on Sunday.
It will be held at Pilgrim Cove Camp in McCall.
Fee of $200 covers the class, your bunk for two nights and showers, continental
breakfast on Friday and full meals through lunch on Sunday.

CALENDAR
NOTE: If not listed otherwise, meet at the Compound at 7:30 p.m.
June 3

SAR K9 Training – Contact Martha Vandivort at 338-0284

June 6

General Meeting – GPS Navigation Training – Bob Meredith

7:30 p.m.

June 13

SAR Training – GPS Navigation Skills – Bob Meredith

7:30 p.m.

June 17-18

SAR Field Training – GPS Navigation Skills

June 20

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

June 27

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

July 2

SAR K9 Training – Contact Winston Cheyney at 345-6329

July 4

NO MEETING – Have a safe and happy holiday!

July 11

SAR Training – How to be a Team Leader

July 15

SAR Field Training – How to be a Team Leader

July 16

SAR K9 Training – Contact Tom Kearney at 321-1175

July 18

Medical Training

7:30 p.m.

July 25

Business Meeting

7:30 p.m.

July 29

Nampa Crime Prevention Fair

July 30

SAR K9 Training – Contact Ann Finley at 336-1485

Aug. 1

General Meeting – Content TBA

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 8

Clean and Load Corn Booth & Equipment

7:30 p.m.

Aug. 12-13

Set up Corn Booth at Fairgrounds

9 a.m. - ???

Aug. 15

Remaining details on Corn Booth – Time & Place TBA

Aug. 18-27

Western Idaho Fair – Corn Booth

Aug. 29

Take down Corn Booth
Western Idaho Fairgrounds
Come as early as you can after work!

Time & Place T.B.A.

7:30 p.m.
Time & Place T.B.A.

10 a.m. – 3 p.m.

Daily 10 a.m. – Midnight

